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**Holds 300+ addresses!! Great value, and fully customizable. Stay organized and keep track of
addresses of family, friends and acquaintances with this jumbo-sized address book. This book
includes double the page count of most address books, and it's much larger, so there's more room
to write. Designed for people who want to keep track of all their address is one place. It's always
good to have a written record of everything, rather than keeping all of your records on the computer.
Record names, addresses, cell and home numbers, work, fax, email addresses, birthdays and other
notes. PLEASE NOTE: At this time, we are not able to manufacture our address books with tabs.
We set our prices low and focus more on cover design. Please click on the â€œLook Insideâ€•
feature to make sure this book is right for you. :) ***Check out our other JUMBO address books to
find a cover that meets your style preferences. All of our address books are jumbo sized, so you
have plenty of room to write. We also create menu planers, recipe organizers and other types of
books.
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This address book is exactly as it states, large print and room to write everything. The only downfall
is the pages aren't broken down/divided by sections of the alphabet. I had some tabs at home, so I
did it myself. That wasn't too big of a deal, but if that's something that's a deal breaker for you, you'll
want something else. My book also came with a tear on the cover and the bind, which kind of stinks.

Has me stumped - an address book w/ no alphabetical dividers. Can't figure what to do with it other

than put tabs on it myself but that is a task I'll likely never get to, I need one with good amounts of
space like this, but w/ dividers. Waste of money for me.

This is a pretty address book, but it is too big. It is my own fault for not looking more carefully at the
sizing.If you are looking for a large address book that is easy to read then this will be great. It cannot
be carried around easily though, so keep that in mind.

There was no sections for arranging in alphabetical order.

Plenty of space to write information. Very pretty cover!

Nice Jumbo address book. No tabs like it says in the description, but that fine with me because most
of my friend have J names and A names so I don't really need alphabetical tabs since most of them
would go to waste. Works for me. I like the large size.

had room to add family details to the addresses/lots of room to write/ & easy to read

I thought this was alot smaller, and the pages are VERY thin, but it is so very cute.
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